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Abstract Through history the way of blowing in the glass had a special position in the production of bottles and
vases of decorations, this method, which relies on air mobilization inside the vials and templates after heated and
melted at high degrees of heat as the blowing process in a block of dough glass produces different forms of glass
products such as jugs, vases, candy boxes, decoration boxes, flasks, and the artist identifies the form and the final
size of the piece to be configured, and choose the decoration and etching type on the surface, and needs high
technical skills such as assiduity in front of furnaces operating at high degrees of heat, and continuous training to
master this industry, as well as providing creative and artistic ability to acquire more skill and then convoying time
to keep up with innovation, development and production of various models from time to time. This research
provides a modern entrances in teaching stained glass course at the Faculty of Education - Umm Al Qura University
with plastic contemporary visions, so the educational and service institutions can benefit from the development of
the artwork, in an effort to reach the highest degree of excellence in performance, and through the production of
innovative art works in glass art, in order to identify the theoretical concepts related to the work of colored and
stained glass to study the techniques and technical, aesthetic and utilitarian characteristics of glass and their
applications.
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1. Introduction
Glass is one of the oldest materials used by the ancient
forefathers, and can be considered of the volcanic
materials which had been formed willingly in nature, and
this type of glass is called (Obsidian volcanic
glass).Chemically, glass is known as the steel resulting
from the union or the interaction of inorganic non-volatile
metal oxides resulting from the disintegration of some
salts of alkaline elements, and the elements of alkaline
dusts and their interaction with pure sand to be some sort
of irregularly metal silicates, copper (2007). We note that
the crystalline form is advanced in that glass, where we
find that most types consist of sand, limestone, soda ash,
and sand which is of pure or quartz type, known
chemically as the silicon dioxide SiO2. In the sand every
atom Silicon is associated with four oxygen atoms
covalently with completely regular crystallization, but
physically we know the glass as a liquid cooled to the
point led to the loss of crystalline form, and has a high

viscosity preventing its formation in the form of crystals,
and the glass industry has developed in the world and it
was much used in various purposes, copper (1995). The
arts of forming glass have several techniques (thermal,
mechanical, chemical), and the Ancient Egyptians are the
first to laid the foundations of some of the methods of
formation of the glass thermally, as evidenced by the
various antiquities, which illustrate that the technical
configuration character is featuring the structural
installation linked to properties in the arts of sculpture and
photography. The twentieth century has witnessed in most
countries of the world technical and scientific
development sophisticated in reshaping the glass methods
thermally so as to achieve the aesthetics of artistic
composition and employing it in various fields, and in the
modern era, glass has become an integral part of our daily
lives, it almost exists everywhere, whether it is transparent
or semitransparent or opaque colored or non-colored.The
glass industry of ancient crafts was inherited by
generations, generation after generation until this day and
age, and it is one of the crafts that is drawing its material
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from the environment, which is depending on the waste
glass as a raw material, and the colors chosen by the artist,
and this industry has seen a significant and remarkable
development in the Islamic Era in the Arab Region,
especially in the Levant and the Arab Maghreb countries,
Islamic decoration emerged on the surface of the mirrors
and bottles with colors of gold-plated and overlapping
inscriptions lines and engineering drawings that
characterized the Islamic Art, and this art remained in the
boom and has gained great importance, and then
introduced the modern techniques in glass shapes industry
as an alternative to the traditional blowing, because they
are tied closely with the decor and accessory products.

2. Find a Problem
Research problem is limited in how we can take
advantage of the characteristics of the Fine Arts in the
glass to put a new entrance to the development of
contemporary plastic visions in order to enrich the
aesthetic and creative side with the students of art
education at the University of Umm Al-Qura?

3. Imposition of the Research
The research is supposing that the stained glass arts
develop the creative side with the students of the
Department of Art Education at the University of Umm
Al-Qura, and is increasing the enrichment of vision to
create contemporary works of glass art.

4. Research Objectives:
The research aims to...
4.1. The disclosure of Fine and technical characteristics
of the glass arts and what they are carrying of aesthetic
values.
4.2. The development of creative and skill side of the
students of Art Education Department at Umm Al Qura
University.
4.3. Finding a new approach to the teaching of stained
glass course by introducing plastic contemporary vision
through the study of arts and technical characteristics of
the glass arts and applications.
4.4. The originality and uniqueness, which achieves the
aesthetics of creativity that combines fine and functional values.
4.5. The capacity for flexibility and adaptation to the
severity of the glass with other supplementary materials.

5. Importance of the Research
The importance of research is lying in the following:
5.1. Opening new horizons for the students of arts,
about the importance of the formulation of the glass arts
with contemporary plastic arts visions.
5.2. The innovation of an entrance to the teaching of
glass arts, which are containing multiple plastic and
technical aspects.
5.3. The development of creative and innovative
capacity among the students of art education - Umm Al
Qura University.
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6. The Schedule of the Research
6.1. The application of research had been experienced
to the students of the eighth level, Department of Art
Education - Faculty of Education, through a random
sample representing 20% of the total students, or about 25
students, where they were divided into two groups, one
based on work on a flat glass, and the other adopted the
implementation on plastic strips.
6.2. The use of glass art techniques employed in the
production of contemporary art works through the use of:
pieces of glass of different sizes and various shapes, strips
of transparent plastic, transparent colors, multiple welds
from: putty, transparent colloidal material, colored oxides
for coloration.
6.3. Showing applied results implementing the two sets
of students business for glass arts.

7. Research Methodology
The research is following the descriptive approach in
the application, by the employment of the descriptive
approach to the ores of the glass and their properties and
to identify the technical and plastic methods for the use of
glass in the implementation of art works, as well as the
application of the research experience for students to
develop contemporary plastic visions of the arts of glass
formation.

7.1. First, the Theoretical Framework
Creativity (Creative Definitions):
It also was dealt by Akel (1975):
7.1.1. The Creativity is an integrated unit to a group of
self-objective factors that lead to the achievement of new
authentic valuable production by the individual and the
group.
7.1.2. The Creativity is the mentality of the individual
so he can be accessed to new ideas or products, or re-link
the ideas of existing products and new innovative way.
7.1.3. The Creativity is the ability to deal comfortably
with vague or non-specific ways and the creation of new
entrances and workout methods and the applications of
entirely new positions.
7.1.4. The Creativity is a new way of solving a problem
in a logical manner.
7.1.5. It is a work of mind done by the individual using
his abilities to gain access to new ideas or unfamiliar uses.
From the previous display of the different definitions of
creativity we can see that the creativity is a human activity
of a refined and distinct mind, resulting of the interaction
of mental and personal and social factors of the individual,
so that this interaction leads to the products of new or
innovative solutions to theoretical or applied positions in
the field of science or the fields of life, and these areas are
characterized by modernity and originality, flexibility and
social value.
7.1.1. Creative Thinking
The requirements of information age and their rapid and
sustained development; leads us to search for different
solutions to important problems that are facing us, and the
best of these solutions; the creative thinking which helps
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us to face the problems of life and the requirements of
modern issues, and that the basic requirements of society
necessitates the existence of mental rely on thinking in
general and to the Creative thinking in particular.
And creativity is a new revelation of the facts and the
events and insights and implications and values existing in
life, which in this sense is a case of expanding the
knowledge of life around us, and to deal with them
intelligently and insight. Creativity is a contemplate, a
criticism, an overcome and an anticipate to build a new
conceptual, sentimental, and cybernetic world where
originality and individuality features are different, but
sometimes exceeded the familiar and exit from the
traditional patterns, and the creativity is blowing old and
new objective factors together represented in the
experiences and knowledge charged of humanitarian
thought unlimited by time and place.
And creativity does not arise in a vacuum because it
depends on two sides. the first is innate or natural or
personal readiness and the second is refining this instinct
or that readiness, developing and directing them to the
appropriate destination, what is meant by innovation and
creativity here is to create the appropriate educational site
that allows the emergence of the different capacities of
individuals at work.
7.1.2. Creative Thinking Development Factors
7.1.2.1. Rich cultural and scientific and technical
environment It is intended for the family environment to
be filled with environmental features that lead the
individual to the cognitive experiences accumulated by the
individual in the different stages of later life, and this does
not negate the exit of creators of non-rich families
culturally and scientifically and technically, so that the
society compensate the decrease in the family.
7.1.2.2. The nature of social interaction experienced by
the individual: social interaction may be counterproductive
or development factor, there is an impact to the environment
of work or school and work and school colleagues, and
social pressures represented in customs and traditions.
7.1.2.3. Motivation: What ismeant here is the individual
motivation toward learning, and they are internal engines
to move conduct and behavior function toward the
achievable goal.
7.1.2.4. Memory stocks: linguistic inventory capacity
increases the thought processes and we can get the facts
without thinking but we cannot think without facts.
7.1.2.5. The exercise of constructive criticism: if the
individual possessed a large stockpile of knowledge and
experience, and possess the skills and strategies of
thinking and problem solving, he will be able to exercise
constructive criticism, and therefore this criticism is
directed towards poked to highlight the weaknesses and
provide alternatives.
7.1.3. Definition of Glass Material:
Glass is known as transparent material, solid, easy to
break, resulting from sand smelting with soda or potash
and other components, and this is done in special furnaces
built of thermal bricks on alumina, and heat melting is
between (1350 m - 1500 m) Copper (1968). Scientists
consider that the glass material of the physical side is the
image of the fourth material in Nature, namely, (a glass
case) because it combines the qualities and characteristics

of the cases of solidity and liquidity according to
temperature, so we can call it (liquid under refrigeration)
and structural installation of glass does not have a special
arrangement for its fractions, and the glass is a shiny
material with zero porosity and poorly connected with
heat and electricity, Farouk (1995: 62).
7.1.4. The New in the Physical and Chemical
Properties of Glass
The physical and chemical properties of the glass and
features that surpass many other materials, has been
known to students of the glass to the modern era, but this
era, including contents of the intellectual and scientific
evolution, and breaking a lot of well-known laws to us to
the beginning of the era of the Industrial Revolution and
continuing researches, and studying Modern Sciences, has
been possible to put glass material in the first row of the
study and analysis and scientific research, and thanks to
those researches has been possible to add recipes and
many features of the glass material, so the glass became
not limited to that it is unbreakable and resistant to heat,
but to make some of which are fine in the softness of silk,
and make other glasses harsh as steel.
There are also other characteristics of the glass of the
Recent Epoch, that the average person does not expect,
although the glass has been known since immemorial time
as an insulating material for electricity, it has been
possible to add items to help it to be a good conductor of
electricity, which is a crust of metal oxides does not
exceed (½) millionths of an inch stuck in the glass, and is
connecting the electrical current with the liquidity which
is leaded by a wire of copper. Also the flexibility of the
glass was added after the formation, so that might make a
thin glass bar bearing qualities and properties made with
silk ribbon, and also the glass wool, which could isolate
the soft fibers of glass softer as satin texture and dander
wool when insulation and operating.

7.2. Second- The Applied Side
The aim of this part of the research is to the breadth of
vision of the students in the creative side through the
implementation of applied science through the
development of innovative backgrounds of plastic strips or
transparent glass thickness of 4 mm, where the students
put the colors on those backgrounds and processing by
packing glass pieces according to the design prepared in
advance, Figure 1, which helped to increase the ability of
students to the fluency in the brainstorm and develop new
formulations in the field of art of glass composition.
And in some cases the work surface is processing by
adding colors on the surface of the water and forming
them automatically and pull the color by the glass or
plastic slide, and this way have been known (marbling)
manner as shown in Figure 2.
Technical work carried out by the students also relied
on various technical skills of glass, such as : welding,
forming and localization, chipping, assembly, and then put
the appropriate seams of the design, whether (paste with
colored oxides or welding by a colloidal transparent
material, etc.), have also been used metal chains and rings
for different forms of confirmation on the line element
within the design and the link between the glass and cut
each other with transparent colloid to give the required
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flexibility, both in the expression of the folds of clothing
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or to determine the outline of the shape, Figure 3.

Figure 1. Steps of compaction of glass pieces according to the design prepared in advance

Figure 2. steps of work in (Marbling) way

Figure 3. Illustrates the different ways of welds used for thread pieces of glass into artwork

Introducing the element of light has helped to
emphasize the transparency of the work of aesthetic art
and highlighting the artistic value of the work through the
optical color, and the definition of the student on the
technical and plastic properties of some raw materials

used in glass jewelry, such as molten plastic, glass, stone
and lobes, etc., and the diversity came in the thickness of
the glass used and different trends of stack them in order
to emphasize the design elements and the training of
students on the skills required, through the achievement of
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varying heights to show the aesthetic and plastic values of
the design and the emphasis on the third dimension of

glass artwork, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Illustrates the difference in heights in the compaction of the glass pieces to emphasize the intellectual depth of the design

As has been also the implementation of a set of
prefabricated templates, Figure 5, and used according to
the need of design by pouring a transparent plastic

material with transparent color in coded blocks of: (Metal
or clay or silicon. etc.).

Figure 5. A set of templates prepared and used in the practical application

At this stage the glass artworks produced were rated by
the students into two groups:
First: a group of art works based on glass backgrounds.
Second: a group of art works based on the backgrounds
of the plastic strips.
The following is an explanation of these groups:
First: A group of art works based on glass
backgrounds:

And here is the distribution of the color on the glass
surface in two ways, first be according to the pre-design
and second by the way of poured color automatically so
that the colors merge with each other to give the
composition of a color plan consistent with the student
creations.
A. Art crafts depending on coloring the design
prepared in advance:

Figure 6. Artworks based on preset design
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(B) Works depending on the coloring of backgrounds and color poured directly on the surface of the work:

Figure 7. works of art based on direct coloring to the work surface

C - The method of drawing color from above the water surface (style of Marbling):

Figure 8. Artworks style of Marbling adopted in the implementation

Second: a group of works of art based on the
backgrounds of plastic segments:
And here the design is prepared using computer
software and printing the design on plastic slides using

printing machines to print colored design on the surface of
the plastic slide Figure 9, and then preparing the work
surface for the start of installing glass pieces on the
desired design details.

Figure 9. Represents artistic works carried out depending on the backgrounds of plastic strips
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8. Results of the Applied Experiment of
the Research
From the above presentation of applied experience for
the students we concluded:
8.1. The glass with its positive dimensions helps to
enrich the creative thinking and innovative for the students.
8.2. The artwork was characterized by diversity in the
application and dealing with raw glass in various forms
and applications, whether through the achievement of
innovation in design, or in the use of various technologies
in the artwork.
8.3. Achieving a balance between the data and the used
raw materials and modern technology, requires more
effort to know the properties of the raw material, as well
as add-ons, which leads to change the function of the raw
material and the uses of the area and its expressive impact
on the user and the receiver.
8.4. The development of creativity among the students
to open the horizons of excellence and exclusivity in the
field of stained glass.
8.5. Rooting aesthetic values of the subject for our
purposes and our needs, and then access to the production
of works of art by using glass in a formative manner and
innovative visions through attempts and experiments
carried out by the students of the Department of Art
Education - Umm Al Qura University.
8.6. Artwork integration with practical work both of
them complements each other, the applied work enters in
artistic production in order to achieve the functional aspect
and artwork enters in the industry in order to achieve the
touch of creativity and innovation.
8.7. The performance and recruitment of materials
available in the design appropriately, in addition to
achieving the aesthetic and plastic functionality in design.
8.8. Strengthen and activate the pros of the awareness
of the ore and working on the development of
contemporary plastic visions that derive their aesthetic
from the art of stained glass.
8.9. Gaining experience in different techniques for glass
arts, and the development of creative skills by
experimentation and practice.

9.3. The need to develop a stained glass course, by
introducing new ideas and programs that help developing
the creative side with the students, so the program comes
out in a sophisticated framework and contributes to the
supply of development projects by needs of professionals
who are able to boost production towards the well-being
and prosperity.
9.4. Dispatching students of the Department of
Technical Education in intensive training courses for
specific periods of modern and civil glass factories, to
closely monitor and direct and clear the roads and the
formation of the glass industry.
9.5. Paying attention to glass companies on the
submitted researches in this area and taking them and
using them, so as to improve the quality of their products
and the emergence of distinctive products, which is
reflected on the industry in general and technical
industries in particular to enrich that field.
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